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The very well paper by Harning et al. is dealing with specific biomarkers determined in
surface sediments from northern Baffin Bay, with a special focus on the North Water
Polynya. These biomarkers, i.e., highly-branched isoprenoids (HBIs), sterols, long-chain
alkenones and archaeal GDGTs, may give information about sea-ice conditions, openwater productivity, ocean temperature, and terrigenous input, as shown in many previous
studies from very different ocean regions. Although major progress in using these proxies
for reconstruction of present and past environmental conditions has been obtained, more
ground truth data are still needed to fully approve some of these proxies, especially the
proxies dealing with the reconstruction of sea ice (for example see reviews by Stein et al.,
2012; Belt and Müller, 2013; Belt, 2018). Gaps in knowledge are related to the definite
identification of the source of specific biomarkers, (regional) proxy calibration to allow
(semi)quantitative estimates of sea-ice extent and its seasonal variability, sea-surface
temperature, salinity etc.. The missing ground truth data can be obtained by detailed
studies of sediment trap material and surface sediments as well as cultural experiments,
and are especially needed from the high (polar) latitudes, e.g., the Arctic Ocean and its
marginal seas.

In this context, the new data set from Harning et al. may give some important insight for
using these biomarkers for characterizing the modern environmental conditions in a large
polynya setting, i.e., an area of reduced sea ice and increased primary productivity. Such
data might be strongly relevant for using the proxies for reconstruction of the
development of past polynyas. Furthermore, Harning’s data set allows to directly correlate
a large variety of biomarkers (often either HBI and sterol data are produced/published
from the same set of samples or alkenones or GDGTs). Despite this positive aspect,
however, I have major problems with the present version of the manuscript. These
concerns are related to the data set itself, the postulation of new SST calibrations for high
latitudes based on a very limited data set, the missing more detailed
comparison/discussion of the own data with the published biomarker data from Kolling et
al. (2020), and some statements related to the interpretation of the biomarker data in

terms of their origin (i.e., marine vs. terrigenous), as outlined in the following paragraphs.
In my mind, a major clarification and revision of the manuscript is needed before it can be
accepted for publication.

Data base and presentation of data

The total number of data points (13 samples in total) is quite limited for the quite general
statements and interpretation of data given here. Whereas for the polynya itself (eight
samples) this might be ok, it is quite questionable for the area outside the polynya (five
samples for the entire northern Baffin Bay). Furthermore, these five samples are from
very different settings (one from the central Baffin Bay, close to Davis Strait, and three off
different fjord mouths), i.e., areas with very different sea-ice conditions and
sedimentation rates. Due to the latter, these 1 cm thick samples (proxy data) might
represent quite different time intervals (average sea-ice condition, temperatures etc. over
10 to hundreds of years). Furthermore, a presentation of the data in terms of distribution
maps (see Kolling et al., 2020) might be useful here as well. In order to allow more
general statements/interpretations/conclusions, the discussion of the new data together
with the data from Kolling et al. (2020) would be most helpful/important. Kolling et al.
(2020) have studied samples from locations very close to those of this study (Fig. R1).
Thus, data from the same biomarkers (i.e., IP25, HBIs and sterols as well as the different
PIP25) are available for a detailed comparison and interpretation in terms of sea-ice
extent and its seasonality, productivity etc. (see examples in Fig. R1).

Low concentrations of HBIs and sterols

When I myself tried to roughly compare the new Harning et al. data with our Kolling et al.
(2020) data, I realized a ”problem”, and this is one of my major concerns I have with the
new data presented here. The absolute concentrations of the HBIs and the sterols are
significantly lower (two orders of magnitude or so!!) than those presented by Kolling et al.
(2020). What might be the cause for this? Storage of samples (fresh/deep-frozen samples
vs. samples stored under room temperature), or different analytical approach? I am not a
chemist. Thus, I myself cannot comment in detail the analytical approach for identification
and quantification of the biomarkers that has been used here, but I know from
cooperation with the chemists involved in our biomarker analyses as well as the Simon
Belt group that the analytical procedure is overall significance if data from different labs
will be compared. Thus, Belt et al. (2014) carried-out an inter-laboratory investigation
dealing with the identification and quantification of the Arctic sea ice biomarker proxy IP25
and other HBIs in marine sediments (our lab was involved in this study as well). As final
statements these authors summarized in their abstract that “data are presented that
suggest that extraction of IP25 is consistent between Automated Solvent Extraction (ASE)
and sonication methods and that IP25 concentrations based on 7-hexylnonadecane as an
internal standard are comparable using these methods. Recoveries of some more

unsaturated HBIs and the internal standard 9-octylheptadecene, however, were lower with
the ASE procedure, possibly due to partial degradation of these more reactive chemicals
as a result of higher temperatures employed with this method. For future measurements,
we recommend the use of reference sediment material with known concentration(s) of
IP25 for determining and routinely monitoring instrumental response factors.”

Harning et al. have used the ASE for extraction, and they should check their HBI and
sterol data and comment on their analytical approach. For example, did you take in
account the different response factors for the analytes and internal standards?

Alkenones, high UK37’, and new SST calibration

Concerning the alkenone data, I also have problems. The northern Baffin Bay is an
environment with sea-surface temperatures significantly lower than 10°C (<5°C). Under
such cold conditions, the C37:3 long-chain alkenones should be predominant over the
C37-2 alkenones (e.g., Prahl and Wakeham, 1987). In this study, however, the C37:2
alkenones are predominant (Fig. 4 of their paper), resulting in high UK37’ values of
0.7-0.9 (Fig. 7 of their paper), i.e., values that are typical for much higher temperatures.
In polar and subpolar regions including Baffin Bay (!), however, UK37’ values are typically
between 0.2 and 0.4 (e.g., Rosell-Melé, 1998; Bendle and Rosell-Melé, 2004; Méheust et
al., 2013; Moros et al., 2016). The authors are aware about this problem and discuss that
temperature, salinity and nitrate are factors that may have influenced UK37’ and UK37
values. Nevertheless, they state that “given our limited dataset at this time, temperature
seems to be the most important environment variable on UK’37 values”, and then simply
have correlated the high UK37’ values with the measured low SST values of Baffin Bay. As
result, they obtain, of course and not surprising, a new calibration that give totally
different SST values in comparison to those calculated based on Müller et al. (1998) (Fig.
7). Did the authors test their “new calibration” using the UK37’ data from Moros et al.
(2016), i.e., data from Baffin Bay? What SST values they would get? Furthermore, there
might be another option, i.e., there might be some question mark related the data that
should be clarified before postulating a new calibration (e.g., what about co-elution with
other compounds that might result in too high C37:2 concentrations; see Villanueva and
Grimmalt; 1996). Please check!

In the introduction (Lines 55-57), some credit should be given to other studies dealing
with the use and calibration of UK37 and TEX86 for SST reconstructions in high latitudes
(Sikes et al., 1997; Rosell-Melé, 1998; Ho et al., 2014)

Biomarkers (sterols) and their sources

I do not agree with the general statement that in the Arctic the abundance of
brassicasterol, dinosterol, campesterol and ß-sitosterol is mainly related to marine
productivity. The interpretation of the sterols and their use as organic-carbon source
indicator are not easy tasks and may strongly differ from region to region (e.g., Volkman,
1986; Huang and Meinschein, 1976; Fahl and Stein, 1997, 1999; Belt et al., 2013).
Brassicasterol often used as “marine productivity indicator” might be ok in areas not
influenced by strong terrigenous input (river discharge). In coastal areas controlled by
huge river discharge, such as the Kara and Laptev seas, a large amount of brassicasterol
found in surface sediments have a terrestrial (lacustrine) source (e.g., Fahl et al., 2003;
Hörner et al., 2016). Furthermore, in these shallow-water coastal zones,
terrestrial/lacustrine brassicasterol as well as brassicasterol produced by marine algae
may be incorporated into sea ice and transported into the open central Arctic Ocean. Thus,
these biomarkers not produced by sea ice may be found in the sea ice and result in
erroneous interpretation of the source of this biomarker. When using brassicasterol as
“open-water productivity proxy”, additional information about the environmental situation
should be taken into account and additional biomarkers (such as dinosterol and the HBIIII) should be used as well. When using the PIP25 approach for reconstructing sea-ice
conditions, PIP25 values based on IP25 and brassicasterol, dinosterol and HBI-III, should
be calculated and discussed.

Vascular plants are producers of campesterol and ß-sitosterol (Huang and Meinschein,
1976) but may also be produced by diatoms (Belt et al., 2013). In the Arctic Ocean
characterized by strong terrigenous input into the marginal sea and – via sea ice and
ocean currents – a predominantly terrigenous source of these biomarkers is most probable
(e.g., Yunker et al., 1995, 2005; Stein and Macdonald, 2004; Xiao et al., 2013). Such
riverine input of organic carbon onto the shelf is nicely reflected in maximum
concentration of campesterol and ß-sitosterol in surface sediments close to the major river
mouths in the Kara and Laptev seas (Xiao et al., 2013; Fig. R2). In most part of the Arctic
Ocean, thus terrigenous organic matter is predominant in surface sediments (Stein and
Macdonald, 2004; Fig. R2). Thus, I. cannot agree with the authors’ statement in
113/114): “In the Arctic where terrestrial biomass is low, we assume that the contribution
of terrestrial-derived campesterol and β-sitosterol is minimal compared to that produced
in the ocean.”
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